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If a topological space X  has vanishing homotopy groups Hi for ii=^ n and 7Zn~JJ, 
it is a well known result of Eilenberg and MacLane [4] that there exists a one to 
one correspondence between semi simplicial maps of semi simplicial complex K
K — ^ K ^ n ,n )
and cocycles of Z ’^ (iK\ H),  where is regarded as a minimal complex of
5(X).
Generally, let a topological space X  have vanishing homotopy groups ni for 
i i = - { n , q , q ' ( X < n < q < q ^ a n d  TZn — JI, nq=G, •••, TigCm)-
According to the Mathematical Reviews 18 (1957), it is reported that M. M. 
Postnikov classified semi simplicial maps
K  — > ^(iT(77, n), k, N, k',
by defining sequences (Xn, Xq, Xq, each of which consists of one cocycle Xn
and cochains Xq,Xq,--,Xq^^\ where is regarded as the minimal complex of 5 (X ).
In this paper, we shall construct a complex 3^ as a semi cubical complex and 
discuss the chain homotopies between these maps. Our main purpose is to con­
struct these homotopies explicitly and as an application we shall explain some 
classification theorems in the cases where the Eilenberg-MacLane invariant and 
Postnikov invariants associated to ?3 are additive in a sense [4].
I . S em i c u b ic a l co m p lex
Let X  be a topological space, consider the usual cubical singular complex Q(A^) 
associated with X,  in which the r-cube is a function a(ti, ,..,tr) ^ X  defined for 
and continuous in the topology of the cartesian product of the variables. 
If r= 0 , then a is interpreted as a single point of X  The front and aft faces F]a 
and — of a are defined as (r —l)-cubes
F la ( t i , ..., ti-i, 0, t i , ifr-i),
F\a(tu ...,U-i).
The degenerate cube Dia of a is defined as (r + 1)-cube
D i 6 ( t i ,  . . . ,  tr+l)  t i ~ u  ti+U . . . j  ^r+l).
Observation of the formal properties of F], and Di presented above leads 
to the following [3]
Definition. A semi cubical complex (S. Q. complex) K —\JrKr is a sequence 
of disjoint sets Kr, r = 0 , 1, 2, ... (r  is called as the dimension of the element of 
iT,.) together with mappings
K r - ^  Kr-I i = l , . . . , r  r> 0 ,  
F \ = F \ , r :  K r - ^  Kr-I i = l , . . . , r  r > 0 ,
Di=Di, r : K r-^  Kr+i * = l , . . . ,r  +  l  r^O ,
subject to the following identities
F \ F ] = F U F U  F } F ] = F U F ]  K j , 
F ] F ] = F U F ] ,  F ] F ] = F U F \  i < j ,
(I. I) DiDj=Dj.,Di i ^ j \
F W j=D j- , F l  F]Dj=Dj- ,F]  i < j ,
F  jD j=^F]Dj=I ( /=  identity),
F W j = D j F U , F \ D j = D j F U  i>  i .
The integral chain complex C(iT) of S. Q. complex K  is defined by letting 
CrQK) be the free abelian group generated by Kr and setting, for a  ^Kr, r > 0 ,
(I. 2) d6 = H i^ \ (^ - \y { F \a -F \a ^
and 0(7=0 if r= 0 .
It follows from (I. I) that 00=0. The chain and cochain complexes with any 
coefficients are defined accordingly, and give rise to the homology and cohomology 
groups of K,
If K  and L  are S. Q. complexes, an S. Q. map T  : K  —> L  is a sequence of 
mappings
Tr  : Kr Lr
such that F \T r= Tr- iF ] ,  F^fTr^Tr-iF) and DiTr=Tr^Di  for any i. This map T  
is then also a chain transformation of C(iT) into C(L).
If K  and L  are 5. Q. complexes, then the cartesian product K x L  the 5. Q. 
complex defined by
Q K x L \= K r X L r
F^i(^axb')=^F}axF]b, F ] { a xb ')= F \a X F ]b ,
Di{axb') = D ia x D ib , ior a e Kr,  b e Lr-
And, the tensor product CQK) ^ C ( L )  is the chain complex with (^K ®  L^r
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= l]p+q=^rKp0 Lq and with boundary operator defined by
(I. 3) d(ap (S)bq) =^ dap ®bd + ( - i y a p  for a^^Kp, b^eLq,
2. The complexes F(^II,n),
For each integer let F = I X - - X l  be the r-fold cartesian product of the
unit interval L  We shall introduce the special mappings
e ; - : y}i\
defined as
• • •> »^*“ 0  ~  • • •> 0 , ti f . . . , t r - l )  f
U-O=^Ctu ti-i, I, ti, . . . , tr - i )  K i < r ,
7]i(tu ...ftr+l) =  (tu ti+i , ...,tr+i) K i i< C r  +  1.
The composites of pairs of these mappings satisfy the identities
e]Si=^ e] Ej-I , £j-eH£z-e}-i i < j .
e]e]=^eWru i < j \
(2 . I )  VJVi=ViVj^u i < j ,  
Vj^'i=SiVj-u Vj^i=^]Vj-i  i < j y  
Vj e]=^Vje]=-c (c=identity), 
Vjs]=e^i-iVj, Vje]=€i-iVj i > j -
In the following we shall denote e* as the mapping e? or as the mapping e] if 
no confusion would occur.
For each integer r^O  the standard complex QCIO is the S. Q. complex defined 
as follows. An ;z-cube of Q^IO is a map a: which is a composite of map­
pings presented above, and can be w i^’cn un'quely as a form
a = e i , . . , SisVJi--VJt
r ^ i i >  . . .> i s ^ h  r —s-]-t=n, [4]. In the following we shall
denote a, 0,... as such a map. For each map /5: the /3-face of a  is the p-
cube of Q(^F) defined as the composite map a&. Especially we define
F](ia)=^aB\, Fi(a)=ae], Di(a')=aVi .
Denote by C'"(/'';77) the (multiplicative) group of ;z-cochains a on Q(F)  with 
coefficients in the (multiplicative) abelian group II. We assume that these cochains 
are normalized in the sense that they vanish on all degenerate cubes of Q(JO- 
(The map a  is called as a degenerate cube if ^>0 in above formula.) We could 
equivalently regard C'^{F\ 77) as the group of n-cochains a, coefficients in 77, for 
the complex QnCF) in which all the ^-cubes are a=ei^...£is>
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Any map P -> r  induces an S. Q. map /5#: ^^(^a) = Pa for
a e Q(^r) and hence a homomorphism
C^CF; i7) 17).
In particular, the maps e?, e) and yield operators
e f - F ? :  /7) 17),
C ^(/^;77)->C ^(/"-i;I7), 
C "(/^;77)-C ^(/"-^i;77),
satisfying the identities (I. I). (It follows from (2. I) obviously.)
The S, Q. complex FCH^n) is now defined as the complex F(77,^) =  Uriv(77,;^) 
in which FrCH.n') is the integral group ring of C'^^Cr; 1I \  and the F*, F - , Di 
homomorphisms are those induced above. An element a of 77) will be called
an r-cube of F{TI,n). Clearly the r-cubes are free generators of the additive 
group Fr(77,;«).
The S'. Q. complex K(^IIy n) is defined as the subcomplex KC^II, n) — \JrKr(TI,n) 
of F(IT,n') in which KrCU, n) is the integral group ring of Z ‘^ (/^;77). An element 
6 of 77) will be called as an r-cube of K(JI, n), and for any map /3:
(A tr)(»=^I]?il(-l)^X F?-FJ-)i5
=(T2F:i(-l)^’(/3e?-0eD=O,
where A: 77) is the coboundary homomorphism.
3. Suspension operators
For any r-cube a of F(^JIjfi) wo define an (r  +  l)-cube S(<y) of F(77, ;z +  l)  
as follows
Sia')ia)=--a(yji(xe{) in the case ( I ) ,
(3. I) —unit element of TI in the case ( 2 ) ,
in the case ( 3 ) ;
Case (I ) : a  is written as /'^^^ -^ 7'*+^ _where r +  l^ z i>
In th iscase  F —>F. It is convenient to denote y}iaei as d  
in the following.
Case (2): a  is .written as where r + 
a  is di degenerate cube.
Case (3): a  is written as where r  
In th iscase
We shall prove in the following that 5(<y) is an element of iTr+i(77, ^ +  1).
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Case ( I ) :  If r +  then
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=  (Aff) (a ) +  2?I1(—l ) ‘ff(«£/—«£|0 
=  (Aff) (a ) — 2] 7;  I (  - 1 )  ‘ff («£?—as})= O.
Case (2 ): If a=£ ,i” -s,v_„_2s“: r +  i '^ i i> - - -> i r -n -2>'i^, then
(A S ( f f ) ) ( « )= S ( f f )E ? ; ; ( - l ) ‘ (e.ve?e?-£n-4£D
= S ( f f )s r i l ( - l ) ' ( s .v £ ^ ie 2-e,-i-®m£S)=0.
Case (20: If o:=£<r” £isi?Ji” -)?jt ^>0, then
(A S (ff )) (a )= S (f f )S f i5 (- l ) '( «e ? -a e D = 0 , if ^>2.
(A S (f f ) ) (a : )= S (f f ) i :? iK - l ) ’ (en---e,v-„’?j£“— £ii"-£.V-„i7jei)
=S (ff) S  ; < j ( - l ) ‘ (e,V •-EiV-MEiTJj-I-e,'I'•-SiV-MEl-Tyj-I)
+  ( -  l)-''5(ff) (e,-i - • • -  Eij- • - e,-^ _„)
+  S .-> j(- l) ‘S(ff)(£;i"-e;r_„£?_iT?j-eii"-e,-^_„£;-.iT?j)=0, if ^= 1 .
Case (3 ); If a=e,-i---£i,_„_2£ i: /«►2—>/’‘-n, r +l^«i>••■>«V-ra-2> l ,  then
(AS(ff) ) ( « )  =5 (ff) ( -  l ) ‘'(Eii-El £2-£,v •-SicD
=S(ff)25 ‘; 5 ( - l ) ’ (eir--4+iel-£,v--£l-..e;)
=  (A ff)2 p K - l ) ‘ (E;i-i"-e?-e;i-i---eD 
=  (Aff) S ”-X - 1 ) ’ (t?i«• E/ -  Tjio:• Si)
=  (AAff) (t?io:)=0.
We shall prove in the following that 
(3 .2 ) F ,(S ff)=S (F i-Iff) f o r /^2, ff 6 Fr(7T, w),
(3. 3) 0S(ff) =  -S 0 (ff) for ff e if.(77, n ).
If a  is some type in the case ( I )  or (2), (3. 2)  follows from the facts;
F i (S a )(a )  =  (Sff)(£;«), s/a =  Si-io:, 
and if a is a degenerate cube, £;« also degenearte.
If a=£ii---£i^_„_2£;; and »-^/i>-->zV_„-2> l ,  then
F i(S a ) (a )  =  (Sff) (e;i+i- • -£ip+i£i e<j,+i- • -£l)
=  (Aff) (Sii' • -£ip £i-i£iyti-i- • -eir-„-2-i)
=  (Aff) (£j-l£ii-r --Eir_„_2-l)
=  (Aff) (E,--iT?ia), if ip.>i>ii,+i,
and
5 QFi-ia) Ca) =A(^Fi-Ia) (jjio)
=  (Fi-^a)Y^]l\( -  D K F  J - F  j^) (7}.a)
= (tS Ji I ( - 1 ) - ■  £.--1 
= (Acr) (si-iVia),
If a^Kr(TI, n),  A<?=0 therefore (3.3) is the immediate consequence of (3.2), 
considering
F;(5<7)(<a')~F;(5'(J')(a;)=unit element of 77
for any map a:
4. Minimal complexes
Two singular r-cubes <to and ai In a topoIogicial space X  are called compatible 
if their faces coincide: F \a^= F \a i,  F)a^=F\ai  for If in addition and
6 \ are members of a continuous one parameter family of singular r-
cubes, all of which are compatible, we say that <7o and a\ are homotopic. For 
r= 0  any two cubes are compatible, and if X  is assumed to be arcwise connected, 
they are also homotopic.
A subcomplex M = M ( X )  of Q( X)  will be called minimal provided:
(4. I)  For each r the collapsed r-cube a\ is in M.
(4. 2) I f  a is a singular r-cube all o f  whose faces are in M, then M  contains 
a unique singular r-cube a' compatible with and homotopic to a.
The existence of such a subcomplex is obvious [I] and we have:
If the homotopy groups K i ( X )  vanish for i< n  then the minimal subcomplex 
consists of some singular cubes such that all faces of a of dimensions > n  are col­
lapsed. Consider an r-cube a in M. Let a: r^-^F  is any ^-cube in Q(F), a-idice 
60L of 6 determines an element
K(a)(a^=a(aa) e Tin(X).
The function 6 -^tt(a) defined above becomes an S. Q. map
(4. 3) a:: M - ^ K ( n n (X ) ,  n).
If the homotopy groups Tit(X) vanish for i< n  and n < i< q  ( K n <q), then 
there is an 5. Q. map
(4. 4) K( T I n ( X) ^ n ) - - M
satisfying the following conditions :
(4.4.1) For each r-cube (j) of K(Tin(X), n), where r<q, there is a unique r-cube
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in M  such that
(4.4.2.) For each q-cube 0 o f  n) there is at least one q-cube a o f  M
such that A ny two such cubes are compatible. One o f  these a will be
selected and denoted by~K((j)'), Thus  /c(/i:(0))=0. For the collased q-cube we 
choose a:(0) to be the collapsed q-cube in M.
(4.4.3) For each Qq^-V)-cube (j) o f  K(nnQX), n), i f  we define a map fv X F ^ ^ y -^ X  
such that f t hen we have
K<l>') = C C f ^ )  e 7 T , ( X ) .
The function defined above depends upon the selection in (4.4.2) and
becomes a cocycle
k 6 Z ’^ -i(ir(7r.(X ),n);7T ,(X )).
The cohomology class of this cocycle is a topological invariant (well known as the 
Eilenberg-MacLane invariant [2]).
5. Postnikov constructions
Let X  be a topological space, and the homotopy groups Tti(X) of X  vanish 
without i=n, q. q',q'^'^\l<n<q<..,<q'^'^'^').  We shall denote TCn(X) = JI, 7Tq(X) =  
G, 7r ,< X )= G ', . . . ,7T,(^)(X)=G(^> in the following.
Consider an r-cube 6 in M = M (X ) .  Let i9: / -^>7'* be any ^-cube in Q(F)- 
We have r-cube k(o) of K(TI, n) as above, and r-cube ^=\lr(a) of F(G, q) 
defined as
^(& )= d(I( ic (am . <70)e7T,(X)=G,
Above pair (tc(a), ^ (a)) for any r-cube a satisfies the condition
k(K(ar)) =Ayjriar) in Z'^^^(F^^\G)
where x- F^^-^F  is any (^+l)-cube in Q(F)  and A: C^(F"^  ^\ G) is
the coboundary homomorphism.
The S. Q. complex N="^(K(TI, n),G, q, k) (simply denoted by K (TI,n ,G ,q ,k)  
in the following) is now defined as the subcomplex of the cartesian product 
K ( n , n ) x F ( G f  q) in which r-cube is a pair (<^ , subject to the condition:
(5. I)  k((l)r) =Ayjr(T) . for  any (q+l)-cube r o f  Q(F).
By the above definitions, we have obviously
Ki(IIj n, Gy q, k) ^  Ki(II, n) for / <q,
K (n ,n ,G yq ,k )  D K(G,q),
and K (II ,n yG ,q ,k )  is (^ + 1)-trivial (If a and a' are compatible r-cubes in 
K (I I ,n ,G ,q ,k )  and r'^.q-\-l then a=a').
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Generally, if in dimensions less than q^ ''>, and iVC'-D is
trivial, there is a cocycle
;fe(0 e G « )
associated to a pair of S. Q. maps (k',kO satsifying the following conditions:
(5. 2) M  -  ATC--O ,
(5. 3) I'-. ATC-O M  ,
(5. 3. I) fo r  r-cube «5 e ATC-D, r^q^''>,
(5. 3. 2) For each Qq'^ ''' +1)-cube ^ o f ATC-D, i f  we define a map f^:  
such that f^ti=K'i4,Si'), then we have
e;r,0-) (X ) =GC-).
Consider an r-cube a in M  Let be any ^C')-cube in Q (/0 . we have
y-cube ■\jr=\jr(a') of F(GC">, ^(O) defined as
V (^i3)= f^(K'(A:'(<T0)),tfi3) e 7t,(iKX)=G^>\
Above pair (/c'(<r), !/^(ff)) for any r-cube a satisfies the condition
k<i‘Kic'Car')') =AirCar) in G « ) ,
where r- is any (5C’)+i)-cube in Q(/0-
The S.Q. complex is now defined as the^subcom-
plex of the cartesian product in which r-cube is a pair
subject to the condition:
(5. 4) k^^K(f>r')=^^(r') for any (q^^-\-iycube r o f Q (F)•
These constructions make an S. Q. complex 
5P(^(77, n), k, N, k \  N \  ..., 
inductively, and obviously this complex isomorphic to M (X ).
6. Representations of S, Q. maps
We wish to classify S. Q. maps of an 5. Q. complex K
(6. I) T: n)y k, N, k', N ', ...,
Such a map determines a sequence
(6. 2) Xn,XayXa',...yX^im)
of a cocycle and cochains
Xn=T^bn e Z \K ;  m  
x^=^T^b  ^€ C \K )  G)
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e C \ K ;  G'),
q (w )
6 C CK;
In the above formula bn is the basic cocycle in 77)^Z'^(77‘, n\ II)  and
is the basic cochain in C«^ ’'^ (Ar<”*>;GW)^C«®(iV(0; 
defined by
bnC(f)=(l>Ce' '^) for any ;^-cube (f> of KQII, n),
Z>qC0 ((}5, for any ^^*>-cube G, of
where e :^ and are the identity maps, and
— K { I I , n , G , q , k ) ,
It is well known that there is a one to one correspondence between S, Q, 
maps
T : K -^ K C n ,  n')
and cocycles Xn^Z^^QK; 77) [4]. It is convenient to make a one to one correspon­
dence between S, Q, maps
T: K-^FCH, n')
and cochains Xn  ^ QK; 77) by defining Xn =  T^bn for the basic cochain bn e 
C \F C H ,n ');  77), and
T((r') =XnCcrcO for any ;^-cube a  of
Generally, there is a one to one correspondence between S. Q. maps (6. I) and 
sequence (6. 2) satisfying the conditions
(6. 3) k^^^TCXn.Xq, ...,Xq(.i-D) = dXqii) z= 0 ,l, ...,m ,
where TCxn, Xq, ..., a:q(^-d): is the S.Q. map which corresponds inductively
to the subsequence C^ ny Xq,XqH-i ) ' )  of (6. 2).
The map T  corresponding in this fashion to the sequence (Xny Xq^  Xq'y ...y Xq^ '^ )^ 
will be denoted by TC^m Xq, X q ' y Xqm).  Then, this map is characterized as that 
S. Q. map for which
T(Xn, Xqy Xq', Xqim)')(T=C(/),'(p'') for an r-cube <r of K, 
where (J)=T^Xn, Xq, Xq' ,Xqiw- i i )a  e is the r-cube defined by induction and
^  is the r-cube of F(G^^\ defined by
^C^')=Xq(m)C(;^') for any ^^^^-cube ^ o f  0 ( /0 .
Consider the diagram:
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K'a(i)+ ■ -^«(0
TiXn,X„-X^^‘-^'^')
then (6. 3) is an immediate consequence of the commutativity of this diagram. 
Namely
b q ( O d T ( X n  , ATq , . . X q ( O )  =  dXq^^^
and
(6. 4) k(^^p(^^=bq(Od,
In the above diagram is the projection defined by
for any cube e ATqCoVi ,
and if *^=0, (6. 4) is rewritten as
k p = b q d
where Ni+\\ namely
p: Kq^i(JI, n, Gy q, k) -> iTq+i(77, n),
These formulas (6. 4) may be proved directly from (5.1), (5. 4), for instance
= SPiC-D^ ^).
7. Chain homotopies
We make reference to chain homotopies between special S. Q. maps of an 5. Q. 
complex K,
Let weC^-^CK; II), dweZ'^^K; TI) induces the map
TC dw):K->K(n ,n ) ,
L emma (7. I ) .  T (dw) =^T(O),
P roof. Put
w(I®an-\) =Wian-O for I®an-i e (I®K)n,  
w(l®an) =^ dw(Bn) for 6 (I®K)n>
S (^0(^<yw)=0 for 6 (I(^K)n,
then
dw il^d n )  —wCdl^an)—WiI^d(Sn)
= 0(g)<r„) —wQI^dffn') —dw(an) —wCda„') =O, 
5w(l(8!<yre+l) =iv(100tfn+l) =to(0<r„+i) =0,
§w(0(^(rM+i) =  w(0®9(T„+i) =0.
Therefore, we have a cocycle w e Z*'iI(S)k; 77) and also an S. Q. map
T ( j d ' ) : I ® K - ^ K ( , n ,  n).
Let I: K - * I ® K  be a map defined by
Kar') =I^Or .
Then we have a chain homotopy
T(W)*/: Cr(.K-)-*Cr.^iK{n, w))
between the maps TQSw) and T(O). The proof is complete.
The commutativity of the following diagram is obvious:
Cr i K) --------------------->C.(F(77,w))
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/ S
Cr.i(.I®K )— ^ ^ ^ - C . n ( i f ( 7 7 , « )).
In the following, we shall denote T(w')*I=S*T(w') simply by D(w').
Let veC>-KK;G') and ceC^^'^-KK ■, 8v € Z K K ; G )  and dc e ■,
induce the S. Q. maps
T (0 , dv'): K-^KCG, q )(ZKC n, n, G, q, k')
T ( 0 , 0, dc) : K-^K(G^^\ ^C0)ciVC^’)
respectively.
L emma (7. 2 ). T (0 , dv) ^  T ( 0 ,0 ),
Proof of this lemma is similar to above. Namely we may define cocycles 
v\e G), Ce such that the commutativity of the following
diagrams is satisfied
Cr(K)------ ^ -------- >Cr(F(G,q))
^
C r ..( ,I ® K ')^ ^ ----- >Cr.l(.K(G,q)), 
C r ( K ) ----------------------- -a ( F ( G C ') ,^ (0 ) )
^
Crll ( . I ® K ) ^ ^ ------*Cr.i(^K (GC), ^«-))).
In the following, we shall denote T(iO*/=S*T(2;) and T(c)*7=S*T(c) simply by 
D(v), Die)  respectively.
We have considered the constructions of chain homotopies; conversely, we 
consider now the representations of chain homotopies.
Lemma (7. 3 ). Any chain homotopy
D-. CriK)  (ATW)
between S.Q. maps TiXn,Xq, ...,x^if)) and TiXn,x'„..., x^w) may be regarded as 
the combination T  •/, where
T=Tiyn, Vq, ...,
is an S. Q. map of  I ^ K  in
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P roof.
Case (7 .3 .1); «=—1, namely N ^ ' ^ ^ = K i I I , n ) .
We define a w-cocycle yn^ Z'^iI®K; II) by
y n i l  0<r«) = b n i F l iD ia n ) ) )  =Xni(Jn) fo r d n ^ K n ,  
yn iO ® (J n )= b n iF l iD i(Jn )))= x 'n ian )  for d n ^ K n ,  
yniI®(Jn-l)=bniD i<Jn-l))  fo r K^-X-
It is obvious D = T i y r d ' ^ -
Case (7 .3 .2); i=0,  namely = N = K iI I ,  n,G,q,k).
We define y„ as (7. 3.1) and define a ^-cochain > ',e C ‘* ( / 0 ^ ;  G) by
>>,(1 0  dq) = b q i F l (Z )((r ,) ) )  =Xqi(Jq) fOT (TqCKq, 
yqiO<S) (Jq) =bqiFliDi(Jq))) =Xqi(Jq) iOT O q i K q ,  
yqiI®Oq-l)=bqiDiOq-\))  fo t tf,-I 6 .
Then
Syqil ®(Jq*\)=SXqiaq^l) = k T  (X„) (<;,+ l) = k T i y „ )  (I  0  Oq*0, 
Syqid 0  <r«+i) =  dXqioq^i) = k T  ix'n) (<r,+i) = k T i y n )  (0 0  <t,+i) ,
SyqiI0  (Jq) =3'»(1 0  f f ,-0  0 < r , - / 0  0<f,) =Xia,^  —XqiOq) —bqiDidOq)) 
=  X q io ^ - X ’q ia ^ + b q i id D - T iX n ,  X,^+Tix'n, x'q))(jq)
=  bqdD(ffq) +XqC(Tq)-XqC(Tq)-XqC(Tq) +X'qC(T<d
=  CSbq) CDC(Tq)) =kTCbn)CDC<Jq))
= kT C yn) CI (^Jq) ■
Case (7. 3. 3): i >  0.
We may prove similarly as above. For instance we define a g'C'^-cochain 
yqioeC^^'\l®K-, G<'>) by
3^q(o(1 ®<rq(o)=^qCO(FJ (Z)(<TqCo) ) ) =J^qCO(<Tq(o) for
J^ qCO (Z) (g)<TqCO) =^ qCO (F;(Z)((Tq(0))) =^cico (<Tq.(0) for (TqiOe
j;q(0(/(g)(yQ(0-i) =^qCO(Z)(<rqCO-i)) for <yqCO-i e iTqCO-i.
8. Classifiaction of S. Q, maps
For our purpose we shall define the internal products of S, Q. complexes 
F(TIyn), K(ITyn), iT(/7, ••• as follows:
(8 .1 .1 ) (^oi/rO(a;)=Vr('^) +^5/r'(«/) for an y . ^ r^Cube .OJ of ,Q (/0  for r-cubes l^r, yjr' 
of F(n,  n),
(8 .1 .2 ) (cf)0^^)(a)=^(a) +  ^ ^(a) for any n-cube a  of Q(F) and for r-cubes 
of K( Hyn) ,
(8. 1.3) ( 0 ,^ ) ° ( ^ ^ )  =  (<;^ ,^ °'»/^ O
for r-cubes (^ ,^ ) ,  (c,"^') of K(IT^nyGyQyk), where c is the collapsed r-cube 
of K(TI,n), then (f,*^') may be regarded as an r-cube of K(G,q),
(8.1. 4) (0, -^) O (f, =  (4>, ^
for r-cubes ((f),^ ) ,  (cy'^') of G^ ^^ y , where t is the
collapsed r-cube of then (c,y\r') may be regarded as an r-cube of
i^ (G co, ^CO).
T heorem (8. 2). The cocycles Xn, x' e^Z'‘^ (K; IT) are cohomologous i f  and only 
i f  the maps T(Xn), T(x'^ are chain homotopic, (Theorem 5. 2 of  III [4]).
P ro o f. Since bn^Z^(K(JT, n)\ TT) is a cocycle, T(Xn)=T(x'n) implies that 
Xn—bnT(Xn) and Xn=bnT(Xn) are cohomologous. Conversely, assume that Xn—xU 
~8Wy for some weC^-'^(K; TT) y and construct a chain homotopy D(w) as in the 
proof of (7. I) . On the other hand, we define a map
D^=DiT(x'n): Cr(K) -  Cr+i(K(n, n)), 
then we have a chain homotopy
(8. 3) E=D^oD(W) : Cr(K) Cr+i(K(n, n)),
where o is the internal product defined in (8.1.2). Namely;
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(0£+£:9)<7=9(D'(tf) oD(m;) (ff)) + (D'oO(w)) (9tf)
D'iayF^DCw-) (ff) -FiZ)'(ff)oFiI>(M ;) (ff))
=FlDxT (x'n) (tf) °F I D(W) (ff) - F ! D^T (x’n) (<r) °F ? D(w) (a)
+ H\l\(-iy(F\D'(a)oF'lD(w)(6)-F\D'(a)oFlD(w)(a))
+ lZ'l.x(-iy(D'(F]a)<^D(w)(FU)-D'(F\a)oD(w)(F]0))
=T (x'n) (a) oT(8w) (ff)-T (x'n) (<r) °T(0) (ff)
=T (Xn) (a)-T (X'.) (a), 
since FmD'(a) °FmD(w) (a) =FmDiT(xn) (<r) °Fi+iST(w) (a)
=DxFiT(x'n)(c) OSFiT(W) (ff)
=DxT (x'n) (Fia) oST(w) (Fta)
=D'(Fia)oD(w)(Fia).
We next consider two S. Q. maps
T(Xn, X,), T(x'n, X',): K-^ N =K (n , n, G, q, k).
If Xn and x'n are cohomologous, there exists a chain homotopy
E : T(Xn) ^T (x ',) .
Note that in this case Xq-x'^-kE is a cocycle, because
8(Xq-x’q-kE) =HT(Xn)-kT(x'n)-kEd 
=k(Ed+dE)-kEQ=Q,
since ^ is a cocycle.
Theorem (8.4) S.Q. maps T(Xn,Xq) and T(x'u,x'q) are chain homotopic i f  
and only i f  Xn and x'n are cohomologous and x^-x'^-kE is cohomologous zero for 
arbitrary chain homotopy E:T(Xn)=T(x'n).
Proof. Let E'-. Cr(K)-^Cr*i(N) be a chain homotopy between T(Xn,Xq) 
and T (x'n, x'q); i. e.
dE' + E'8 =  T(Xn, Xq)-T(x'n, x'q),
it is obvious that Xn=bnT(Xn, X,^  and x'n=bnT(x'n,x'g) are cohomologous, and
P E '- C r (K )Cr.i(K(n, n))
gives a chain homotopy E\ T(Xn)=(x'a).
Then,
Xq—x'q — kE=bJ'(Xn,Xa)—bqT(x'n,X'q)—kE 
=bq(dE'+E'd)-kpE'
=  KbqE')
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since bqd=kp  (6.4).
Conversely, let E : TCXn)~TCx'rO be a chain homotopy and Xq—Xq—kE=dv  for 
veC^-^CKi O'), We first determine a cocycle yn^Z"^(iI®K\ J7) as in Lemma (7. 3.1), 
and define a cochain x 'qeC^(^I^K; G) as follows;
q^(1(8^ '<Tq) =  (^ Q +  ^ ^)(<5'q) for ffqeKqy
for Oq^  Kq,
X'q(iI®aq-{) =O for Oq-I 6 Kq-I ,
then we have a pair (3^n,^a), and
(g) (Tq+i) = ^J(1  (g) 0(;q+i) =  {Xq-\-kE') (0(Tq4-i)
=  CXq — dv') id(7q+l') =Xq(d(Jq+0 
— dXqC^ dq+l) —k T (^Xn) (,(^ q+l)
~kT(^yn) (I <7q+i)>
SXqCo (^)(JQ+l) — (0 0(7q+l) Xq(^ d(Tq+1  ^ dXq^ (Jq\^ l^
— kT{x'n) ((Tq+i) ==^ kTQyrd (0 ® <7q+i) »
Bx q =Xq( l®aq—0 ® aq—I®daq)
=  ( a : q + ^ ^ )  (<Tq)-X q C (T q )  = ^kE C a q ')
=kT(iyn)iI®aq),
therefore Tiyn^ x'q) is regarded as an S.Q. map
I ® K  N = K i n ,  n, G, q, k).
Finally we have
D = Tiyn , X d - I : Cr(K) -  a .i( iV )
with the following property
dD-VDd = TiXn,Xq + kE' )—T(Xn, Xq).
The remainder of our proof is due to Lemma (7. 2) and (8.1. 3). Namely, we 
define a map
D\o)=DiTCXn, x'q+kE) :Cr(K)  -> a .i( iV ), 
then we have a chain homotopy
D\o)oDiv'): T(XnyXq) ~T (X n, X q+ kE ' ) .
Inductively we shall consider two 5. Q, maps
T ( X n > x ,(0), T(x'n, ..., ^a(O): iT ->  G ^ ,  ^co, ^(O).
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Let the following conditions be satisfied:
(8. 5. I) Xn and Xn are cohomologous,
(8. 5, 2) X q - X q - kE is cohomologous zero,
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(8. 5. 3) ATqCt-i)— is cohomologous zero,
where TCXn>XqU-i^—TCxn,XqU-i^ /=0 ,1 ,... i-1 are the chain
homotopy defined inductively.
Then, there exists a chain homotopy
(8. 5. 4) TiXn, ..., Xqii-D) ^  T^ x'ny...,
inductively. In this case note that XqiO—x'qCO—k^ '^^ E^ *^  is a cocycle, because
dCXq(i-)—Xq(i)—k^ '^ E^ '^ ')
^k^^TCXn, ...y Xqii-I))-k^^TCXn, Xqii-I))
=k^iKE^i)d+dE^O)^k^i)E(i^d=0,
since is a cocycle.
T heorem  (8 .6 ) . S, Q. maps T{Xn>..., aTqCo) and T{Xn, ..., x'qii)) are chain homo-- 
topic if  and only if  (fi.5.1), (8.5.2 ) , . . .(8.5.3) are satisfied and Xqii)—x'qii) 
is cohomologous zero for arbitrary chain homotopy E^ ~^  (8.5.4).
P roof. Let Cr(X)-^Cr+!(iV*^ *0 be a chain homotopy between T(a:w,
Xqii)) and T(Xn, ...,Xqii)); i.e.
Xqii))-TCx'n,..., ^ (^0 ), 
then inductively (8.5.1), (8.5.2), (8.5.3) are obvious since
brings a chain homotopy E^ ^^ : T(Xn,..., XqH-i))^T(,Xn,... Xqii-i)), And,
Xq(i)—Xqii)—k'^^E^^
~bqii)T(jXm ...f Xqii)) bqii)TCXn, ..., Xqii))—k^^E^O
since bqii)d=k^ '^^ p^ ^^  (6.4).
Conversely, let E^^hT^Xn, ...,XqH-i))~T(iXn, ...,Xqii-i)) is a chain homotopy 
and Xqii)-x'qii)— do for G^ *'^ ). We first determine a sequence
ynyycL,y<i', ...,yqH-D
of a cocycle y» and cochains y,y<i', ...,ydi'-i) associated to the chain homotopy E^ ''> 
as in Lemma (7. 6), and define a cochain Xq(.o e ( _I ®K ■, G<')) as follows;
XqO)(l(g)<r«(o) =  C x q c n (<;,(o) for <r,(o e 
^q(o(0®<r,(O=(^i(o((T«(o) for ffqWeKqCO,
(/^ffaCO-O=O for aq(.o-ieKq(.i)-x,
then we have a sequence
yn,yq ,y 'q ,yqa- i \Yq( .o .
Here
8Xqii:> (l(8>tf«(0+i) =i5(0(l®9ff,(0+l) =  Cx'qCO +feCi)£(0) (0ff,(O+l)
=  (Xqco—dc) (0ff«c>) +i) =;»r,(i)(0ff,(»+i)
=  dXqii)C(fqO')+0=k^‘^T(,Xn, . ... ^CqCi-I)) (<r,(0 + i)
= :^ COT ( 3’» ,.... 3'«C‘-i)) (l®<TtCO+i), 
5J^(O(O®<f<iCOn)=5;i(O(O(g0<f«(OH-i)= i^(O(0ff,(O-n)
=  dX'qW ( t f q ( i ) - n )  = ^ C O J  ...........X q ( i - v )  (O q O ) )
= k ( ' ^ T ( y n , . . . ,  y q ( ' - ~ l ) ) ( 0 < g ) ( f q ( i ) + l ) ,
8 X q ( 0  ( I ( S ) ( T g ( 0 )  = X q ( I )  ( 1 0 C T q (O )  - X q ( 0  (O ^ O q C O )  -JqCO (/®9<r,(0)
=  (Xq(0+k'^‘^ E'~'^ ) ((Tq(I)) —Xq(i) ((Tqd))
=;fec.)£:(0(ff,(0)=^c0T(j-„,...,3)q(,--i))(/®ff,a)),
then (yn,yq, . . . ,yqa- i\  Xq(O) satisfies the condition (6 .3 ), therefore T(yn,yq ,  ■■■, 
Xq(D) is regarded as an 5. Q. map
C r ( I ® K )  -  C.(ATCO).
Finally we have
D = T ( y n , y q ,  ...,yq(i-i),Xq(i))’I  : C r (K )  -» Crti(ATCO)
with the following property
dD+DQ =T(Xn,  ..., Xqd-l), x'q{i)+k<-‘'>E^ ''>)—T(Xn,..., Xq(i-\), X'q(0).
The remainder of our proof is due to lemma (7. 2), (8. I. 4). Namely, we 
define a map
D ’(i)=DxT(Xn......Xq(i-i),x'q(0+k^OEiO): C r (K )  -  a+i(ATC0),
then we have a required chain homotopy
Dli)oD(c) : T ( X n , x ^ d - i ) ,  Xqd)) ^  T(Xn, ..., a: q(<-i), <(.-)+^C0£(0)
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9. Applications to additive cases
It is obvious from the theorem (8. 3) that there is a one to one correspondence 
between chain homotopy classes of S. Q. maps
T \ K - ^ K { J I ,  n)
and cohomology classes of II).
Now, we assume that the Eilenberg MacLane invariant is additive, namely 
h e G)  induces the additive internal operation A: h[4]. If the space 
X  is a space of loops, it is well known that k is in the image of the suspension 
map
S: n; G)
therefore k  is additive (Theorem 16. 2 of III C O -
T heorem (9 .1 ) .  Chain homotopy classes o f  S. Q. maps
T: K -> K (^ n ,n ,G ,q ,h )  
are calculated by elements of pairs o f  classes
{kernel {k 77), H K K \ G)!k  77)].
P roof. We consider two chain homotopies
E 2: T(Xn) ^TCx'r.')
induced by two chain homotopies between the chain homotopic maps T(XnyXq),  
TCxn,x'q), Then, we have two cochains Wi,W2  ^ ; TI) defined by
Wi~bnEi, i —1 , 2 .
It is obvious that Ei  is represented as
Ei=^D'oD(w^) .
Here
CXq — Xq—kEl) — CXq-Xa-kE2) = k E 2~ k E l
and
dC kE 2-kE 0= kE 2d-kE id
==KdE,-TCXn)+TCx'n'))-KdE2-T(Xrd+TCx'rd')
=0,
then kEz—kEi  is a ^-cocycle of Z \ K \  G).
On the other hand,
d(W2-W i) = CXn - X ' d "  (Xn ~  X'n) = O 
then W2-W i= u  is an (n-l)-cocycle of Z'^-^CK; TI),
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Since k is additive, the cohomology class of kEz—kEi is uniqely determind by 
KEzo^Eiy^), here
E2oiE,y^=iD'oD(w2yo(D'oD(w0y^
= D(Wi) O (P(wi)y^= D(w2—Wi)
= D ( U ) = S T ( U ) ,
therefore the cohomology class of kE 2 —kEi is the class determined by (Sk) hu, 
Conversely, if Xq—Xq—kEi is in (K ; G )^  (Sk) h Z' ~^' (^K; II), we may 
represent Xq—Xq—kE i=8v+kST (u)  for some pair ( v , u ) o i  veC^'^(K;G) and 
ueZ'^-^(K; TI), then we have a chain homotopy
E 2 = E i o S T ( u )  : T (X n )  ^  T(x ' rd
such that Xq—Xq—kEi is cohomologous zero. The remainder of our proof is due 
to Theorem (8. 4).
Generally, we consider the Postnikov invariant which is the cohomology 
class of G^ ^^ ). In this case there exists an injective 5. Q, map
i:  ^c-D)
then induces a cohomlogy class
e ) ;  G (O ).
Now, we assume that these invariants are additive. If the space X  is a space 
of loops, it is well known that our assumption is satisfied.
T heorem ( 9 .2 ) .  Consider an S.Q. map
T(Xn,...,Xqii-2')):
and its prolongations
T l  K  iV(^-)=5p(M-i), GC*), k(0).
Then, chain homotopic classes of  S.Q. maps T, p^ ^^ -image o f  [which are chain 
homotopic mutually, are calculated by cosets of
G )/( j^K(0)  GC-^)).
P roof. We consider two chain homotopies
E ^ { \  E ^ p  : T(Xny Xqii~2), Xqii-I)) =  T (Xn ,  ..., Xqii-2'), Xqii-l))
induced by two chain homotopies between the chain homotopic maps
T '(Xnf . . . ,  ATq 2), Xqii-^), X qii)), T^(Xnt •••> Xqii—2)^  Xqii—^)^  X q ii)).
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Then we have two cochains Ci,C2 e def i ned by
y = l , 2 .
It is obvious that is represented as
E f= C D iT ( .X n , ..., Xq(.i-2), Xq(.i-t')')')oD(cj').
Here
(^ « (0 -x 'q (i)-k< ~ ^ E f-)  -  i x q i o - x ’qir>-k<-‘m f - )  =^C O FC /)
and
On the other hand
9(C2-Ci) =  (Xqii'l)-Xqii-D) -  (Xqii-l) -ATq(Z-I)) = 0 .
Since A:CO is additive, the cohomology class of is uniquely"
determined by
E^J^o(Eii^yi=.DCc2')o(D(cOy^=D(c2-cO
then, the cohomology class of is the class determined by
S (;* ^ (0 ) h (c2-C i).
Conversely, if Xq(0—XqC0—k^ ^^ E[^  ^ is in (K;  h
G(*-iO], we may represent Xq(.i)—XqiO—k^^^E[^^=dv+k^^^j*S*T(u) for 
some pair Qo,u) of and 6 then we have a
chain homotopy
E ^ ^ ^ = E \^^ o (S *T (u ))\  T(Xny ...,Xqii-I')) = T (Xn, ...,Xqii-D)
such that Xqii)-Xqii) - is cohomologous zero. The remainder of our proof 
is due to Theorem (8. 6).
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